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Conceptual and physical differences
in the category effect
PETER DIXON and JUDIIH M. SHEDDEN
University of Alberta, Edmontoq Alberto, Canada
In these experiments we tested whether physical differences between letters and digits could
account for the category effect in visual detcction and partial report. [n our task, observer€decided
whether a target item matched any item in a briefly presentedarray. This yielded a visual detection task when the target preceded the array and a type ofpartial-report task when the target
followed the array. In Experiment 1, the stimulus set consisted of nine digits and nine letters
modified to match the digits on the basie of visual similarity. Partial-report performance was
better in a mixed-category condition than in a single<ategory condition, but no such effect occurred in visual detection. However, the similarity of items between categoriesmay have biased
obeerversagainst using category information to perform the task. When the similarity wan controlled both within and between categories in Experiment 2, a category effect emerged in vieual
detection as well. A third experiment, using a sarne-differenf reaction time task, verihed that
the stimuli were equally similar within and between categories.The results indicate that physi
cal differences alone cannot explain the category effect.

It hasbeenfound in a numbr of tasksthat the visual
processingof an alphanumeric
displayis moreeffrcient
whensomeof the itemscornefrom an irrelevantcategory.
For instance,it takeslesstime to find a digit in an array
of leftersthan in an array of other digis (e.g., Egeth,
Jonides,& Wdl, 1972),anddetectionof a digit in a brief
display is more accuratewhen the distractorsare letters
ratherthandigits(e.g.,Schneider
& Shiffrin, 1977).This
finding can be referredto asa categoryeffect. The category effect is importantin theoriesof visual information
processingbecauseit hassuggested
to somethat, at some
level, charactersareprocessedin parallel with unlimited
capacity(e.g., Durrcan,1980;Gardner,1973).However,
this conclusionhasnot beenuniversallyaccepted,andthe
mechanismunderlyingthe categoryeffect remainscontroversial(Deutsch,1977;Kahneman
& Treisman,1984;
Krueger,1984).In this strrdy,we testedanoftenproposed
counterexplanationof the category ef ct that can be
termed the partial analysisaccount.
The unlimited parallelprocessingview of the category
effect assumesthat the itemsin a visual displayare identified andcategorizedin parallelwithout requiringeffort
or attentionon the part of the observer.However, such
subsequent
operationsastransferringitemsto short-term
memoryor comparingitems may limit performance.In
this view, the categoryeffect occursbecauseinformation
aboutthe categoryof items in the visual display can be
usedto separaterelevantfrom irrelevant items. For instance,if the observersin a visual detectiontask know
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that the target is a digit, there is no need to perform any
further operationson items that have already beenclassified as leuers. Performance improves with mixed-category
displays, then, becausethe observer can attend to relevant category items, and avoid spending processing
resourceson irrelevant items.
The partial analysis interpretation is that it is possible
to distinguish the relevant items from the irrelevant items
on the basis of a few visual features without performing
any abstractcategorization. For instance, in a given experiment, digis may tend to be more rounded than letters. If this is the case, observers should be able to improve their performance with mixed-category displays by
paying special attention to items with curves. Although
such a stratery may not serve to distinguish all letters from
all digits, it may be suffrcient to improve performance
relative to a condition with only digits. The partial analysis explanation holds that, on average, item category can
be ascertained on the basis of a partial analysis of the
item's visual features.This accountseemscapableof explaining the category effect without hypothesizing an unlimited capacity for categorizing characters.
Several researchershave attempted to discount the partial analysis account by demonstrating a category effect
after controlling for the feature differences between letters and digis. For example, Duncan (1983b) used a
partial*eport task with two kinds of character sets. In the
first set, digits and letters were closely matched in terms
ofsuch features as curves, closure, and vertical lines, and
in the second set, a single diagnostic feature allowed the
two categoriesto be distinguished.Duncan found a similar category effect with both character sets, suggesting
that the presence of diagnostic features was not important. Ingling (1972) also found a category effect in visual
"overall
search after matching letters to digits on the
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figurc f. Stimulus sct uscd in Experiment l. The lctter mrtchcd to ch

or 500 msec. By convention,a negativeSOA indicatesa trial in
which the targei precedesthe anaiand a positive SOA indicates
a trial in wtriC'trttre target follows th" "rr"y. At 0-msecSOA, the
two displays are show-nsimultaneously.
The stimuli were displayed on a 30.cm black-and-white video
monitor at a distance oi about 70 cm. Ar rhat distance, characters
subtendedabout0.3. of visual angle horizontally and about0.4'
vertically. The experinrnt *", runln a semi-illuminatedroom with
" rp"""--"u"r"g" luminance ofabout 9 cd/m.. The rnonitor was adjusied so that the characterswere displayed at near maximum conir"rt ttm x (Lmax - Lmin)/(Lmax i l-in) = 95% contrastl.
The space-averageluminance oi the white background field on the
monitor was about 229 cdtmr. Both target and-array were shown
for a single video raster scan (about 17 msec).
The procedure on eachtrial was as follows: When the computer
was ready, a rectangularwhite fixation field 2.8'x3.3o was displayed. The target and:uray were shown, black on white, centered
in this RelO.The trial beganwhen the observer pressedboth ofthe
responseswitches in a hand-held respoilte box. After 5fi) msec'
thJtarget and the array were presentedwith the appropriate SOA.
The fixation field remained on the screen until the observer
respondedby pressingeither thepr€sdnr responreswitch or the aDsen, responseswitch, after which the screenwas blank. There was
a pauseofabout I secbctweentrials. At the end ofeach block of
trials, the observer received feedback about the overall acctracy
in that block.
There were four types oftrial blocks resulting from the factorial
combination of two factors. The ftrst factor was array composition. In single-categoryblocks, the array consistedofseven different randomly selecteddigis. ln mixed-carcgory blocks'the array
consistedofone digit and six letters. The target was a digit in both
kinds of blocks. Mixed+ategory displays were constructedby substiurting the marchodlener for six of the distracror digis in a singlecategoryarray (seeFigUre l). This ensuredthat' on mixedctegory
tda[, the letter matched to the target digit was not used as a distractor in the array. The secondfactor was the radius of the circular array. In half of the blocks, the array items were-0'6o from
the cenGr of the display (with adjacent items bcing 0'3' apart);
in the other half, they were 0.9" from the center (with adjacent
items being 0.4' apart). This factor will not be discussedfurther
becauscit had no overall effect and did not interact with any other
factors.
Each block consistedof48 rardonrly ordered trials in which each
of the three SOAs was used an equal number of times' Half the
trials werepresent trials, in which the target matcheda digit in the
array, and half wete &sev trials, in which there was no match
for the target. Observers were informed about the naturc ofeach
block before it began, and were given l0 randonrly selectedpractice trials before each block. The observers were first given one
eachofthe four kinds ofblocks in one order, and then given a second set of the four kinds of blocks in reversed order. Across observers,eachtype ofblock occurredin eachserial position in the

digit is shown below it.

experimentalsessionan equalnumberoftimes. The entire session
lasted about 50 min. Three observers were run with each of four
different block orders, making a total of 12 observers,all undergraduatesat the University of Alberta.
The primary analysis was conductedon a nonparametric measure of sensitivity, ,{', calculatedfor eachobserver, condition, and
SOA (Grier, l9l; Pollack& Norman, 1964).A'can be interPrered
as the areaunderthe receiveroperatingcharacteristic,ard is equivalent to the proportion correct that would result if a two-alternative
forced-choiceparadigm were used(Green & Swets, l!)66). Parallel
analyseswereconductedonpercentcorrectonPrdtentandabsent
trials as well. Although r€sponseswere not s@ed' analyseswere
also conductedon mediancorrect responsetime in eachcondition.

Results
As shownin Figure2, therewasan overall effecton
.d' of singleversusmixedcategory[F(l,ll) : 2O.87,
p < .0011.This effect, however,occurredonly at the
SOA tF(1,8):32.4O,p < .mll' andwas
+500-msec
not significantat -500 or 0 msec.This wasreflectedin
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a significantinteractionbetweencategorycondition and
soA [F(2,16): l3.2l,p < .ml]. Therewasalsoan
o""oll effectof SOAIFQ,22) : 52.96,P < '0011,with
accuracydecliningas SOA increased.Previousresearch
usingthis taskhasfounda nonmonotoniceffect of SOA,
with-accuracybeingworst at SOAsof 100-200msecand
improvingwith longerSOAs @i Lollo & Moscovitch,
t9b3: Diion, 1985,1986).It is likely that sucha trend
would havebeenapparentin the presentexperimentas
well if SOAs of 100 and 200 msechad been included'
Percentcorrect fot presentandabsenttrials (i'e', the
hit andcorrect-rejectionrates)are shownin Table l ' As
with ther{' scores,therewasaneffectof categorycondition [F(1,11) : 16.1?,p < '005], an effectof SoA
IFQ,TD = 67.40,P < 'mU, andaninteractionbetween
irtd t*o IF(2'22) : 8.65,P < '0051'Therewas no effect or interactioninvolving present/absenttrials'
Responsetimes are also shownin Table l' There was
an overalleffectof SOA [F(2,22): 17.06,p <'ml]'
with responsetirnebeinglongestat (FmsecSOA' Absent
[F( l, I I ) :
took longer thanpresentresponses^
responses
72:61,p < .mU, particularlyat O'msecSOA [F(2'22)
: 3.56,p < .051.Therewasno overalldifferencebetweensingle-and mixed+ategorytrials [F(l,ll) < U'
trials tendedto be slowerat S(Xlmsec
but single-category
SOA, leadingio a significant interactionbetweenSOA
and single versus mixed category lF(2,22) : 5'37,
p < .051.
Discussion
a substantialcategoryefThis experimentdemonstrated
array, but lide or none
the
fect whenthe targetfollowed
with thearray' The
coincided
pieceded
or
whenthe target
categoryeffect hasdifferent characteristicsin thesetwo
Whenthe array is presentedfirst, knowingthe
s1.""-itions.
Teble I
ResponseTim€s (itr Mitftscconds) end Percent Accursy
in ExFrimcnt I
Stimulus
Ons€t
Asvnchronv

Trial Type

ResponseTime

Accuracy

Single CategorY

-500 msec
o msec
500 msec

Present
Absent

Present
Absent
Present
Absent

7gl
E27

854
ll82
778
1056

Mixed CategorY
7O3
983

-500 msec

Present
Absent

0 msec

Present
Absent

831
1242

500 msec

Present
Absent

679
961

89.6
93.0
78.4
74.O
68.8
58.9

89.6
9r.4
76.4
81.0
80.5
75.3

relevant category aids in deciding which array items
should be retained in memory until the target is presented'
Thus, the cat€gory effect in the present data suggeststhat
retaining one item from the array is less demanding than
retainin[ seven. When the target is presented f,rrst, the
category effect has a somewhat different interpretation'
Xnoivirig the relevant category in this case should help
decide which items should be compared with the target'
Presumably, the comparison process would be more efficient if most items could be dismissed as irrelevant prior
to comparison with the target. The failure t9 find a category effect in the present data suggeststhat this improveir"nt i" effrciency may not offset whatever cost there is
in the use of category information.
The present results are consistent with those of Duncan (19-83a).He found no difference in responsetime be"oh" among digits and
tween searching for the letter
"zero" among digits, thus failing
searching for the digit
to replidte earlier work by Jonides and Gleitnan (1972)'
Dunian concluded that an effect ofcategory, independent
ofphysical differences, could be obtained in visual search
oniy when there was more than one item in the set of
potential targets. Presumably, having more potential targets to search for would make the comparison Process
irore demanding and the strategy of using category information to eliminate irrelevant items more attractive' In
sum, the results are broadly consistent with the conclusion that a €tegory effect occurs with partial report (for
which all of thJreievant items must be retained, regardless of the identity of the target) but not with visual detection (for which a single given item must be found)'
However, there are at least two reasons to be skeptical
of this conclusion. One problem is that items in the mixedcategory arrays may have been more diffrcult to identify
Oan-ttrose in-single-category alrays. For each letter in
a mixed-categoryalray, there was at least one potential
item that wa" titety to be confused with it, namely, the
digit to which it *"t visually matched. This was not the
cal with single-category arrays. Becauseobservers lnew
that all of thC array items were digits, they would be unlikely to interpret any of them as letters. Essentially, the
items were more confusable between categories than they
were within categories. Becauseat least one likely visual
confusion that could occur in the mixed-category condition could not occur in the single-category condition, the
mixedotegory condition may have been more dernarding'
A second pioblem is that a category effect may have
been maskd- by a ceiling effect. That is, the conditions
that failed to show a category effect are precisely those
that had the highest overall accuracy. In these cases, the
task may have been so easy that there was little incentive
to use category information. Mor@ver, any small effects
that did occur would be difhcult
otcategoriinformation
these reasons' it seems likely
For
to d"tJt statistically.
that Experiment I was not a fair test of the category effect at l5OGmsec SOA. This possibility was pursued in
Experiment 2.
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Table 2
RcsponseTimes (in Milliseconds) and Perccnt Accuracy
in Experiment 2
Accuracy
Time
Response
Trial Type
Single Category
Present
Absent

ffi

933

84.4
66.5

Mixed Category
Present
Absent

678
951

97.7
80.4

distinguished on the basis of physical features. The effect seems to require only that items be equally confusable within and between categories. The fact that no
-5fi!'msec
category effect was found in Experiment I at
SOA is probably attributable to between-categoryconfusions in the mixed-category condition' Becauseeach letter was very similar to a digit, it may have been more
difficult to identify items in the mixed-category condition
than in the single-category condition.
Accuracies on present and absent trials are shown in
Table 2. As with the.{' scores,there was an effect of single versusmixed category[F(1,9) : l4'62,.P < .005]'
there t"us no significant effect or interaction with the
present versus absent factor. Resporrsetime-sare shown
in Table 2 as well. The only significant effect was that
absent responses took longer than present responses

betweenthedffirent responsetimeswould suggestthat
the two pairs were equallysimilar and that the experiment was a fair test.
Otherpairsof charactersfrom within eachgroupof four
were includedas additionaldiferent trials. Thesepairs
were unmatchedin the sensethat there was no direct attemfl to ensurethattheydifferedby only a featureor two'
Foiinstance, the lower row in eachgroup in Figure 3
lenerpair. The simil-arityof these
comprisesan unrnatch€d
charactersarisesonly becausethey are similar to similar
digis; there was no attemptto manipulatetheir similaritiarc"try. In addition,characterson the diagonalof each
groupcompriseunmatcheddigit-letterpatr-s;t\se characIers ire similar only becausethey wereselectedto resempairsare likely to
ble a commondigit. Theseunmatched
pairs,
andconsequently
matched
be lesssimilarttranthe
times'
response
different
shorter
have
should

lF(1,9): 34.92,P<'00U'

EXPERIMENT3
of ExperiOnepossibleobjectionto theconclusions
digis may
matched
between
ment2ls thatthesimilarity

Method

On each trial, observers were shown two characters and asked
to decideas quickly aspossiblewtralrer they were the sanreor different. The pto".Out" wis as follows. When the computerwas ready
to begin a trial, it showed a fixation field consisting of a white rectangle-2.O'wide and 1.4' high. The observersbeganeachtrial by
siriultaneously pressing the two responseswitches in a hand-held
responsebox. Aher 500 msec, two characterswerc shown centered
in ihe fixation field 0.8' apart. If the two characterswere identi
cal, the observerstesporded*tt by pressingthe right-hard switch;
otherwise, they respondeddiferent by pressing the left-hand button. The characteri rcmained in view until a responsewas made'
at which tinre the display was extinguished'The apparatusand viewconditions *ere the same as in Experimens I and 2'
ing
"stimutus
pain for differerutials were constnrctedby pairing each
with
every other character in is group two times' once
character
on the left and once on the right. This resulted in a total of 12 pairs
for each group of 4, or a total 48 pairs altogether' These48 differ'
"nt pui.t".oniitted of 8 matched digit pairs (the top row in each
group of 4), 16 matched digit-letter pain (the columns in each
itoupl, E unrnatchedlener pairs (the bottom row in each group)'
inA i6 unmatcneadigit-lener pairs (the diagonals in each group)'
fttitty-t",o sczra paii were construct€d by twice pairing each of
the 16 characters with iself. The observers, l0 undergraduatesat
the University of Alberta, participated in one practice block and
"i!nt tot Utocts in which tie.sc 80 stimulus pairs were presented
in a random order.

not have equaledthe similarity betweenmatcheddigitletter pairs. For example,if therwo digits in a groupwere
muchmore confusablethaneachwaswith its corresponding letter, the single-categoryconditionwould.beat a disud-"*t"g" relativi to the mixed+ategorycondition' In effect, thJ confusability would be greaterwithin the digit
categorythanbetweencategories.In thiscase,themanipulatioi usedin Experiment2 would haveovercompensated
for the bias in favor of the single-categoryconditionthat Results and lXscussion
was presumedto exist in Experimentl. - .
Median correct responsetimes are shown in Table 3
Eiperiment 3 was designedto test for this possibility' for each of the five types of stimulus pairs' As can be
andwer€to respond seen,there wasvirtually no differencebetweenthe time
Observenwereshowntwo characters
were identicharacters
the
possible
if
as
sune asquickly
to responddifferent to rnatcheddigit pairs and matched
cal andat6"reit oherwise. The rationalewasthatdiffer- digit-lenerpairsIr(9) : 0'801' A95% confidenceinter,nr respontetime would be a function of visual similarity, with visually similar characters having longer
Table 3
(e'g', Cooper
r"rponte timesthanlesssimilarcharacters
ResponseTincs (in Milliseconds) end Fercent Errors
in Experim€nt 3
------a i'oAgorny, 1976).Thus, if it took longerto respond
PercentErrors
R".p9!* fto*_
Pair Type
differeit nmatcneadigit pain (i.e., the.uPperrow in each
5.9
485
eioup in Figure 3) thanto match€ddigit-letterpairs (i'e' '
Identical
<)'l
6.1
that
evidence
be
would
group),
that
Digits
Matched
in
each
itr" "bturnoi
5.9
533
pairs'
Matched Digit-I:tter
digit-letter
the
Oran
similar
more
were
pairs
digt
Ote
1.7
542
Unmatched Letters
test
biased
was
a
2
0.7
fhis ioutO suggestthat Experiment
505
Unmatched Digit-I-etter
ofthe catego.yiffe"t. On the otherhand,no difference
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val for this difference was quite small, extending from
-l I to 24 rnsec. This result suggeststhat the digit pairs
were no more visually similar than the matched digit-letter
pairs, and that the matching manipulation was successful
in controlling the visual similarity within and between
categories. Thus, Experiment 2 was probably not biased
against the single<ategory condition.
The power of this experiment to reveal effects of visual
similarity is demonstratedby the results for the unmarched
pairs. Although these pairs were not selected to differ
minimally as the matched pairs were, they nevertheless
were fairly similar. The responsetimes shown in Table 3
indicate that in all cases the unmatched pairs had faster
diferent response times than the matched pairs [t(9) >
4.67, p < .005, for all comparisonsl. This indicatesthat
the unmatched pairs are clearly less similar than the
matched pairs. Thus, the same-diferent task is capable
of detecting relatively subtle differences in similarity, and
the failure to find a difference between matched digit and
matched digitJener pairs cannot be anributed to a lack
of sensitivity.
The error rates are shown in Table 3. As with the
response times, there was no significant difference between matched digits and the matched digit-letters,
although both of the matched-pair types had significantly
more errors than both of the unmatched-pair types
(p < .05 in all cases, two-tailed sign tess).
GENBRAL
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hand, Taylor (1978) found evidencesuggestingthat categorization and identification go on in parallel, with
categorization sometimes preceding identification. Whatever the relationship betweencategorizationand identification, the present results make it clear that categorization is not bing done on the basis of simple feature
differences.
The contrast between Experiments I and2 emphasizes
the importance of interitem similarity in the category effect. Whether the effect is obtained or not would seem
to depend solely on the similarity of items within and between categories. This may account in part for the conflicting results sometimes obtained in category effect experimens. For instance, Francolini and Egeth (1979)
failed to find a category effect in a task very similar to
that used successfully by Taylor (1978), and Sperling
(l%0) failed to find a category effect in partial report,
whereas Duncan (1983b) found a substantial one. Undoubtedly, methodological differences may account for
some of these failures to replicate. However, it is also
possible that the different character sets used in these experimens produced variations in visual similarity between
and within categories, and that this variation contributed
to whether or not a category effect was obtained.
fn sum, two important conclusions can be drawn from
the presentexperiments. First, the results demonstratethat
interitem similarity is an important variable that needsto
be considerpd in accounts ofthe category effect. Depending on how the stimuli are constructed, the results may
be biased either for or against finding an effect. Second,
the present results show that a category effect can occur
when all of the simple feature differences between letters
and digits have been controlled. Thus, in at least some
situations, the effect depends on the conceptual distinction between the two categories rather than on any physical differences.

These experiments tested the adequacy of the partial
analysis explanation of the category effect by matching
letters and digits on visual similarity. [n Experiment I,
a category effect was found with partid report (positive
SOA) but not with visual dercction (negative SOA). In
Experiment 2, the stnrcnre of the stirnulus set was modified to equalize similarities between ard within categories,
and a category effect was found in the visual detection
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